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Abstract: in an event when there is lots of risk factor then the
logistic regression is used for predicting the probability. For
binary and ordinal data the medical researcher increase the use of
logistic analysis. Several classification problems like spam
detection used logistic regression. If a customer purchases a
specific product in Diabetes prediction or they will inspire with
any other competitor, whether customer click on given
advertisement link or not are some example. For two class
classification the Logistic Regression is one of the most simple
and common machine Learning algorithms. For any binary
classification problem it is very easy to use as a basic approach.
Deep learning is also its fundamental concept. The relationship
measurement and description between dependent binary variable
and independent variables can be done by logistic regression.

The relationship between one or more Variables that is
independent and the variables that is dependent it is used
statistical software, by using logistic regression equation it
measures the probabilities [1].
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I. INTRODUCTION
A regression class where variable that is independent is
utilized to foresee the dependent variable is known as Logistic
regression [1]. It is called a logistic regression of binary type
when the variable that is dependent has two classifications.
And it is called logistic regression of multinomial type when
the variable that is dependent has more than two classes.
When the dependent variable category is to be ranked than it
is called OLS (ordinal logistic regression) [6]. By
transforming the variable that is dependent in the logit
function, it can get maximum likelihood measurement. The
logit function is generally defined as natural log of the
dependent variable and it show the event occur or not. In
between dependent and independent variable there is no
linear relationship. This function doesn't expect
homoscedasticity.
The logit model is a kind of statistical analysis and it is
often used reaches out to applications in machine learning and
for prescient investigation and displaying. in this approach the
dependent variable is consider as categorical or finite.
A. they can be either A or B, this show the binary
regression
B. or there is several finite options like A, B, C or D, they
show multinomial regression

Figure 1: Binomial Logistic Regression Essential
II. LINEAR REGRESSION VS. LOGISTIC
REGRESSION
The logistic regression gives a static or constant output but the
linear regression provide a continuous output. The price hose
and stock price are the example of continuous output.
Predicting the patient has a disease or not is the example of
discrete output. Logistic regression is measured through
Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE) method and linear
regression is calculated using Ordinary Least Squares (OLS).
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Figure 2: Linear Vs logistc regression

III. TYPES OF LOGISTIC REGRESSION
There are several types of logistic regression. Some of them
are as follows:
1. Binary Logistic Regression
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In this type of regression the variable has only to output like
the document is spam or not and the patient as cancer or not
2. Multinomial Logistic Regression
The Multinomial type of Logistic Regression uses 3 or more
nominal output. Like predicting the disease type.
3. Ordinal Logistic Regression
The Ordinal type of Logistic Regression variable uses three or
more ordinal output. Like rate any hotel from 1 to
Model building in Scikit-learn
This research work taking an example of building a diabetes
prediction model.
Here we are using a Logistic Regression Classifier for
predicting the diabetes.
In the initial stage the data is loading in the CSV function. It is
shown in figure 3.

Figure 3: loading data

Figure 4: example of data set

ß1...ßn show the models who are always constants for each
attributer
As mentioned above in logistic regression the dependent
variable is always binary or dichotomous. So the output is
only in the form of true or false. The data coded 1 is the result
is true or successful and it coded 2 if the outcome is false or
failure.
The logistic regression is used to get the best result. Ad it
described
the
relationship
between
dichotomous
characteristic of interest and a set of independent variable
[10]. Here
Response or outcome variable is consider as Dependent
variable and Independent variable is predictor or explanatory
The Logistic regression generates the coefficients to address
the probability of presence characteristic of interest of a logit
transformation:

The characteristic of interest’s probability of presence is
defined by p. The definition of logit transformation as the
odds logged is:

The variable in logistic regression chooses in the way that is
maximizing the value of used data instead of data that use to
reduce the errors count.
V. HOW TO ENTER DATA

IV. LOGISTIC REGRESSION MODEL
In medical and biomedical research area the logistic
regression has wide range of applications. To determine
whether the output is happen or not for different factors this
model is used. In logistic regression model the output is
binary or dichotomous variable. Generally to maintain the
attributions in predicting the providing output, the data of
patient is used [7]. To measure for any new patient by
probability of given outcome that is (Y) it place in logistic
regression model. The equation of binary logistic regression
is as follows:

In the given model AGE and SMOKING are two predictor
variables. The variable OUTCOME is consider as response or
dependent variable. The dependent variable coded 1 for
positive and coded 0 for negative [3].

Figure 5: enter the data in model

Here P(Y) is consider as probability of given output to be
predict
The probability of negative output is considered as P(Y).
ß0 is consider as Constance

Required input

x1 to xn show the independent variables
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Figure 8: created graph
Figure 6: required input

VI. RIGHT VARIABLES PICKING AND THE
LOGISTIC REGRESSION VALIDATING

Dependent variable
Binary variable or dichotomous is known as dependent
variable. This is the variable which has to be predicted. It
contains only value 0 or 1. To recode the data it can use define
status [4].
Independent variables
It has to be selecting another variable that is expected to
relevant to the dependent variable.
Filter
In the analysis to include only selected subgroup the data filter
can enter. It is optionally used.
Graph
If there available only one single independent variable then
the logistic regression curve has the option to plot a graph.
Here the figure7 shows that MedCalc plot a logistic
regression curve by using only one single independent
variable.

It is very necessary to pick the correct variable in logistic
regression. Here picking the correct explanatory variables and
model validation are linked together [8].
For a logistic regression picking the right predictors is
parallel as picking the regressors. It is called as OLS (ordinary
least squares) regression. It has one or two complications. To
measure the different model it has to try several different
models and to measure different model use diagnostics raft
[9].
Few year back a review in medical research describe that
show some required steps in validation have to study the
different aspects [11].
A user can decide the regression analysis type which is
depend on the nature of the outcome variable, it require giving
the answer of a research question.
Table 1: Depend on outcome and predictor variable Choice
of regression analysis

VII. CONCLUSION

Figure 7: logistic regression curve with single independent
variable
By using the above value a graph is created which shown in
figure 8 [5]:
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In an occasion when there are heaps of hazard factor then the
logistic regression is utilized for foreseeing the likelihood.
For paired and ordinal information the restorative scientist
increment the utilization of logistic investigation. A few
grouping issues like spam identification utilized calculated
relapse. On the off chance that a client buys a particular item
in Diabetes forecast or they will motivate with whatever other
contender, regardless of whether client click on given
commercial connection or not are some model. For two class
arrangement the Logistic Regression is one of the most basic
and basic AI calculations. For any paired arrangement issue it
is extremely simple to use as a fundamental methodology.
Profound learning is likewise its central idea. The logistic
regression in the field of health
profiling is the current major issue
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to concern. The study of the research shows the logistic
regression model to measure the value in the form of binary
variables. And there is lots of scope to develop a better model
to enhance the accuracy and efficiency in logistic regression
model when it is using for monitoring the health issues.
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